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PART I

1. Watch the first part of the video (0:00 – 06:05) and explain the following  words and expressions; restore the context they were used in the video:
duckling
calf
pendulum
preponderance 
vernacular
fringe (a fringe part)
impact
to violate
to question the authority
democracy 
collaboration 
to abdicate
profound

2. Translate into English:

Мы хотели получить самое общее представление о будущем семьи.
Утята послушно следовали за своим родителем.
Мы здесь главные! 
Мы видим абсолютно иные подходы к принятию решений в семье.
Эта новая фраза (новое выражение) пробралась в семейный обыденный язык (лексикон).
Это оказалось широко распространенным явлением.
Не предполагается, что вы будете лучшими друзьями своим детям.
	поколение Х, поколение миллениумов…
	процесс принятия решения, который инициируют дети
	тот, за кем последнее слово в вашей семье


3. Put the verbs into the more suitable form:
•	 If you’d ask my parents that question about how they parented back in the 60s and 70s when I _____(grow up) they ________(answer) in a nanosecond that they were absolutely and positively the duck.
•	 … and looking all around the world I can tell you the pendulum definitely _______(shift).
•	We _____ (study) this relationship for many, many years now, but it's only been the last two or three or four years that a new phrase _______(creep) in the family vernacular in describing the kind of relationship that a parent wants to have with their child.
•	So we _____(hear) this here and again in qualitative and sort of anecdotal settings and we asked ourselves …..
•	Now I _______(work) in my job with an awful lot of family psychologists, as a father I _______(read) many, many parenting manuals and I can tell you that not one of those authorities ever ______(tell) me that this is a good thing.
•	What decision-making ______(look) like in these modern families? It ______(be) a very simple affair, it was binary.


PART II
1. Watch the second part of the video (06:05 – 16:13) and explain the following words and expressions; restore the context they were used in the video:
potent 
bedrock 
passion points 
employability 
implication
playbook 
counterintuitive
cessation 
disparity 
agenda 
to put off 
2. Translate into English:
•	базовые, основные ценности (основополагающие принципы
•	жертвенность 
•	последствия
•	Последствия этого сдвига сложно переоценить.
•	Похоже, необходима совершенно другая тактика в целом ряде сфер. 
•	общепринятые взгляды, точка зрения
•	табачный дым, вдыхаемый некурящим (пассивное курение)
•	энергосберегающие лампочки
•	неудачная, слабая отговорка
•	окружающая среда и устойчивость 

3. Put the verbs into the more suitable form:
•	These have been the values on which generations and way this country___ (build).
•	After 10,000 years of being structured like a hierarchy modern families tectonically and fundamentally and I believe permanently _____(shift) to a web one.
•	The nature of the parent-child relationship, parent view of their role and decision making and the overall dynamics in values which ______(govern) the choices that a family makes looks absolutely nothing like that of previous generations.
•	And successful family brander is going to find a way of reframing their argument around one of those top passion points as Whirlpool recently _____(do) so brilliantly.
•	What is the best way in this new landscape in which families _____(go) from a hierarchy to a web to engage this segment of the population?
•	Within the family household the person who ______(put) these issues on the family radar screen is not the mom of the dad but actually the kids whether you're talking about the topic of living a healthier lifestyle or making the home more environmentally friendly or get involved in causes and doing volunteer work for the things that we really value the most.
•	And sure enough two hours later there I _____ (walk) out of my local hardware store with $200 bags full of those light bulbs that don't get very bright but which absolutely ______(align) with her beliefs about the environment and sustainability.

PART III
1. Watch the third part of the video (16:13 – 19:28) and explain the following words and expressions; restore the context they were used in the video:
empowerment
to do a favour
undue
to tamper
to be exposed to

2. Translate into English:
•	Это здорово (фантастично), что мы, наконец, прислушиваемся к нашим детям и воспринимаем их мнение всерьез.
•	оказать услугу 
•	эмоциональное благополучие 

3. Put the verbs into the more suitable form:
The question I want to leave you with is: the pendulum_______ (swing) too far; we _______(do) ourselves and our kids any favors by making them this much an inclusive part of the overall decision-making structure?

	We _____(do) kids any favors by forcing to make decisions on issues and on topics which they simply _____(not prepare, equip) or ready to deal with?


	If you’d asked that question the kids before the year 2000 you ______(see) a list that looks a lot like the same things that I ________(worry) about when I was a kid.




